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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English
. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.This book contains sixty-four sonnets in the
Shakespearian form. With few exceptions-albeit less than Shakespeare made with his-I have
followed the ABAB-CDCD-EFEF-GG rhyming scheme, iambic pentameter meter, and three quatrains
followed by a couplet. I have been less careful with the subtle shifts in tone around line nine but
conformed to the less subtle surprise in the couplet. Writing a sonnet is like solving a complex
crossword puzzle with the additional rules that it must make sense, follow proper syntax, abide by
known semantics, still be a poem, and have an overall goal that s not always obvious. Like the haiku
in my book called Comes the Fiery Night, some of the sonnets in this collection were created by a
computer program I created. To give you a hint as to which might be which, I confess that I had to
rake through hundreds of outputs to find the few I included here. To help those of you who may
hate even the concept of computer-produced poems, I admit that the ones that I produced on my
own here are far, far...
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This is basically the greatest pdf i have got go through right up until now. It normally fails to cost excessive. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Genoveva  La ng wor th-- Genoveva  La ng wor th

It is fantastic and great. Sure, it is perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding.
-- Conor  Gr a nt-- Conor  Gr a nt
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